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A modem reader considering the name of Yunus Emre, the great Turkish 

mystic poet who lived in the 13th 
- 14th century, might think that 'Emre' 

was his family name. But then we know, of course, that there were no 

family names in Turkey before Atatürk introduced them in the last 

century. Trying to c1arify the source of this name is c1early in the tradi

tion of Talat Tekin, whose work has been my ever-present inspiration 

since i began studying Turcologyand Altaistics in Copenhagen. 

ı. Use 

Yunus is the most famous Emre but a number of other figures in the 

Turkish sufi tradition were, in fact, also called so: His teacher was called 

Tapduk Emre, though Yunus himself always refers to him as Tapduk. ı 
Abdülbaki Gölpınarlı, the great scholar of early Turkish poetry, mentions 

saints who were active in various places at various times called Said 

Emre, Şeyh Emre (also called Aleiküm Emre), Ömer Emre, Gevher Emre 

or Talibi Emre? There were, on the other hand, also other mystical poets 

calling themselves Yunus, Aşık Yunus and the like, who were all later 

than the great Yunus (and much inferior to him in quality); cf. Tatçı 1991. 

Both 'Yunus' and 'Emre' became symbols for a spiritual school, a 

fascinating phenomenon of cultural diffusion which deserves greater 

Gölpınarlı 1965: vii-viii quotes 14 such passages. Below we recount an anecdote 

about how he received his name. 
Gölpınarlı 1965: xxxv. 
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attention. Yunus, Yünis in Arabic, is, of course, the wide-spread name of 

the prophet Jonah, but emre seems not to be part of actual proper names: 

The school of pantheistic poetry which Yunus founded made emre into a 

sort of title, a common noun (like efendi or çelebP). We will therefore not 

write Yunus Emre but Yunus emre. In some of the poems, the noun gets 
the 1 st person possessive suffıx and becomes Yunus emrem;4 İn two or 

three Iate mecmuas we even fınd emrem Yunus. 

In the next section I mention an instance of this element used as a 

simple, non-spiritual noun. 

2. Meaning 

Since the use of emre in poetic circles was one of a common and not a 

proper noun, scholars have tried to formuIate what it might have meant. 

According to Tatçı (1990: 18), "bu kelimeye aşık, şair, birader, kardeş, 

atabek, lala, ahi gibi manalar verilmiştir". Gölpınarlı (1965: xxxv) speaks 

of its meanings as "mathlb, mergub, şayeste, pesendide, sezavar, dil

nişin, aşık, mübtela", i.e. 'desired, longed for, worthy, pleasing, agree

able, worthy, lover, having a passion for something'. it is not surprising 

that these meanings cover such a wide semantic spectrum: Theyare either 

mere guesses, as the only commonly known use of emre is together with 

names,5 or they come from etymological considerations, to which we will 
tum in a moment. 

Before we get at etymology, we need to mention the source of the 
proposed meanings 'prince's tutor' and 'brother (biological or in a 

religious fratemity or trade guild)' among the ones mentioned by Tatçı. 

These reflect the opinion of Fuad Köprnlü, who dedicated a footnote 

taking up mare than a page to this question (1918: 288-9). The note starts 

as follows: 6 "Bu emre kelimesi hakkında şimdiye kadar yapılan lisan 

4 
For the etymology of this title see Erdal 1983. 
The numbers 12,80,81, 145, 162,228,245,275,276,282,321 and 396 in Tatçı's 
edition. 
A rare exception is mentioned below. 
To make reading and spelling simpler, i quote him according to a version which 
appeared in 1981, and is called "dördüncü basım"; its title does, however, admit to 
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tedkikleri ne yazık ki, o kadar kesin bir neticeye varamamıştır; yalnız, bu 

hususta ileri sürülen çeşitli fikirleri açıklayarak kendimizin hangisine 

tarafdar olduğumuzu gösterelim." Köprülü took the meanings 'atabeg' 
and 'lala' from Bursalı Şeyh İsma'il Hakkı, but this person dearly just 

gives these terms as examples for titles.7 

The idea 'brother', on the other hand, comes straight from Mordt

mann 1902: 168-9, who quotes a phrase from an edict which Sultan 

Murad i (ruled 1362-1389) issued for Ghazi Evrenos Bey. it reads: 

qarzndaşım ve-emrem ghazi Süleyman ile in one of the copies, 
qarındaşım emirim ghazi Süleyman khan ile in a second one, qarındaşım 

emir ghazi Süleyman ile in a third, and qarındaşım emir ghazi Süleyman 

paşa ile in a fourth. Evrenos Bey had fought under Süleyman, Murad' s 

brother, the conqueror of Gallipoli, before Süleyman died in fighting in 

1357; he was to continue his glorious career under Murad. Köprülü (who 

mentions some more ms. copies of the text) agrees with Mordtmann on 
emrem as the correct version, and i am sure theyare right: Süleyman was 

Murad' s brother and not an emir; the reading emir came about because 

emre was no longer understandable to the copyists. Mordtmann proposes 

"mein leiblicher Bruder" as the translation of qarındaşım ve-emrem but 

we have to ask whether another word meaning 'brother' is necessary after 

recourse to qarındaş; the phrase might also mean 'my beloved brother'. 
Mordtmann goes on to propose the translations "Bruder Tapduk" and 

"Bruder Junus" for our two mystics. Köprülü, on the other hand, draws a 

parallel between ahi 'member of a religious fratemity or a guild', which 
comes from Arabic ab +i 'my brother,.8 

The fact is that one needn't go all the way to Sultan Murad to get to 

this meaning: The Derleme Sözlüğü documents ebre from Adana with the 

the carrying out of "gerekli sadeleştirmeler", so that the term basım has to be 
taken with a grain of salt. In this version translated into 1981 Turkish, the note 
appears on pp. 257-8. 
Köprüıü quotes İsma'il Hakkı's formulation: "Emre zahir budur ki Türkl'de 
elkab-ı medihdendir, Etrak arasında Atabeg ve Rumuyan meyanında lala ve 
emsali gibi." 

Another proposed etymology connects this term with Old Turkic akı 'generaus', 
since generosity was one of the ahi virtues. 
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meanings 'kardeş, arkadaş' and emre from Diyarbakır with the meaning 
'kardeş,.9 

3. The etymology of Tietze 

The most recent opinion on the etymology of emre seems to be that of 

Andreas Tietze (2002: 718a), who links emre with emrah, which he 

derives from Persian ham-rah 'fellow traveler'; Persian also has hamrahi 

and hamrahi kardan 'to travel in company'. Hemrah 'fellow traveler, 

companion' with hO was in use in Ottoman as well. To justify his 

hypothesis of the dropped Ihl, Tietze mentions an adjective emsel 'of 

equal age' (used in one yillage as quoted in the Derleme Sözlüğü) and the 

expression bir emsal (thus) which appears in a novel by Rıfat Ilgaz. A 

different etymology for the proper name Emrah has also been proposed: LO 

it could be the elative of Arabic marib 'exuIting, jolly, cheerful', 

borrowed also into Persian. The proper name Emrah was common as 

name and pen-name not only in the Eastern Anatolian, but even more in 

the Azeri area at least from the 1 i h century on, and such a change in the 
common Persian prefix ham- does not seem very likely to me in that 

context. 

i think it is even less likely that emre should be connected with all 

this, especially since it seems to be documented many centuries before 
the proper name Emrah: The loss of two ılı/s, II the application of vowel 

harmony and the shortening of the second vowel seem to me too much to 

assume for 13th century Anatolia, whose educated Muslim population 

would presumably of ten code-switch into Persian (the language of culture 

and Selchuk government). The semantic implications of this etymology 

seem to involve the medieval European idea of 'life as a pilgrimage' as 

LO 

II 

Unfortunately i could not discover these words in any of the modem studies 
written on the dialects of this area. 
By Osman Mirzayev, Adlarımız, Bakı 1986 as quoted in Erol 1989: 78. Persian 
has no b and could have replaced it. 
Emre appears with a he in the end, but we know that this was not pronounced as a 
consonant: emre+m with the 1 st person possessive suffix was spelled 'MRM, 

vocalisedfatb a - sukun - fa tb a. 
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well as the central concept of Taoİsm (Chinese dao 'way'). Turkish 

yoldaş found its way into Communist terminology (it isn't really a 

translation of 'comrade') and 'fellow-travelers' mayaIso have their place 

in modem spiritual or new-bom movements. One poem in the Ritter ms. 

of Yunus 's divan, in fact ends with the line Yunus ile yoldaş olsun gelsün 

Allah 'ına giden. 12 if one considers this image to have played arather 

marginal role in sufi thought, one can have recourse to the other possible 

etymology for Emrah; mirth does, af ter all, have a central place in 

Yunus's message. The idea does, however, involve some linguistic 

problems. 

4. The etymology of -"-JLL .... 'u, ..... u..., ... 

The earliest westem opınlon on the question was that of the famous 

historian Hammer-Purgstall who, in the second and third volumes (both 

published in 1837) of his history of Ottoman poetry, speaks of two 

different poets whom he calls Junis Imre; he (wrongly) considers one of 

them to have lived during the reign of Suleiman the Magnificent (1 6th 

century) and the other in the 1 i h century. In the index, in the fourth 

(1838) yolume of the work, however, he says theyare the same poet, 

without giying any date. He identifies the name with the Hungarian 

proper name Imre and translates it into German as Emmerich (echoing an 

onomastic connection which Hungarians have traditionally made). 

Foy (1902: 237), one of the founders of linguistic Turcology, 

ridicules this idea, pointing out that the first syllable of the word in 

question is consistently spelled with a fatba and not a kasra; i.e., its first 

vowel is to be pronounced as e and not i. Köprülü agrees with Foy that 

Hammer's idea is "hiçbir delile dayanmayan çok hayali bir te'vil". 

Hammer, he says, "bu kelimeyi imre tarzında okuyarak Macarca' da aşık 

manasına gelen ayni kelime ile birleştirmek istemiştir." According to 

Köprülü, then, Hammer assigned the meaning 'lover' (not only to the 

Turkish but also) to the Hungarian word; I do not know whether 

12 
Tatçı nr. 265; it does not appear in the other more than 10 mss. which Tatçı 

considers in his critica1 edition. 
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Hamıner-Purgstall actually said anything on the meaning of Hungarian 

Imre, as i have no access to this work but quote it according to Foy, 

Köprülüzade Mehmed Fuad and Mordtmann. Foy and Mordtmann do not 
mention this, at any rate. If Hammer did assign a meaning to the Hun

garian name, he was wrong, according Dr. Laszl6 Karoly, whom i 

consulted on this matter; Karoly states that this was not the case at any 

stage in the history of that language. 

5. N ecib Asım Beyand amrak 

Köprülü's opinion on what Hammer said may have been influenced by 

"N ecib Asım Bey", 13 whom he quotes without reference, and "Riza 

Tevfik Bey", who is said to have expressed his opinion in the journal 

Büyük Duygu (no. 10-13, p.178). These persons, like Hammer-Purgstall, 

linked Turkish emre with Hungarian Imre and may even have assigned 

the meaning aşık to the words in both languages, but an important new 

point appears to have been brought up by N ecib Asım: According to 

Köprülü, he also mentions Turkic amrak. This word indeed had the 
meanings 'lover, beloved, dear, friend'; it was known to scholars at least 

since F.W.K. Müller published his Uigurica in 1908. i don't know 
whether Hammer understood the Hungarian-Turkish connection which he 

postulated as a borrowing into or from Turkish (or if he thought they had 

a common source), but Necib Asım's mention of (Old Uygur and 

Karakhanid) amrak would, i think, indicate that he thought of a Turkic 

origin also for the Hungarian word. According to Dr. Karoly, who has 

worked on the dictionary of Turkic loans in early Hungarian together 

with Prof. R6na-Tas and the Iate Prof. Berta, there İs absolutely no base 

for such a connection. 14 

13 

14 

This was the first (much criticised) editor of the Atabatu '1-I:Iaqayiq; his first work 
on that text appeared as Balhassan-Oglu 1906, his edition in 1918. 
He points out that two early royal Imres, who lived in the 11 tb -13 tlı centuries, were 

by their western neighbours referred to as Henricus (i.e. Henry) or (H)emericus; 
the latter name may, i think, indeed be connected to German Emmerich and go 
back to the Gothic name Amalric. Though these need not be real etymologies of 
the Hungarian name but could als o be popular associations based on sound 
similarity, the idea does seem far-fetched. 
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But then, why not keep Necib Asım's putative connection between 

emre and Old Turkic amrak, a derivate of the verb amra- 'to love'? This 

verb (as well as its derivate amran- and other derivates) are used in Old 
Turkic also for spiritual love, as documented in Röhrborn 1979: 119b ff. 

That would make the term a wonderful counterpart of aşık, the term of 

Arabic origin that the mystics used for deseribing themselves! This would 

be one parallel to the relationship between bayat and çalab, two names 
for 'God', 15 one instance of the retention of an original Turkic term in a 

domain later taken over by Arabic terminology. Should one perhaps have 

read 'MRH as amra and not emre? That seems to be excluded through an 

anecdote quoted in Mordtmann 1902: 163 from the Künhü 'l-Akhbiir (ed. 

Istanbul H. 1277, vol. 5 p. 127 f.) of the 16th century historian 'Ali16 

about how Tapduk emre got his name: The sheikhs of Rum fırst doubted 
his holiness but, when they learned about his wondrous life, they said 

Tapduk emre! 'We honour the command'. Though the anecdote is surely 
ap o cryphal , 17 it shows that 16th century Turks pronounced the appellative 

emre as they pronounced the datiye of their loan of Arabic 'amr 

'command': in accordance with front vowel harmony. 

What about the final consonant of amrak? it is attested with a clear 
voiceless velar in mniform script in the Irq Bitig, in BrahmI script in 

Maue 1996: 83,18 in Arabic script in the DIvan Lugati 't-Turk, the 

Muqaddimatu 'l-Adab and Houtsma's Mamluk-Qıpchak glossary, ın 

Latin script in the Codex Cumanicus and in Manichaean script as 

documented in Röhrborn 1979: 120. Undotted Q of the instances in 

Uyghur script does not necessarily indicate a voiced pronunciation, not in 
the mss. where the distinction is not systematically kept. The instances in 

Manichaean writing are all spelled with Q (once K, for which see below), 
which cannot, in that writing system, be given a voiced reading) with the 

15 

16 

17 

18 

Bayat, attested among Muslim Turlcs aIready in the lOth century is of Turkic, 
çalab of Arabic origin; see Erdal 1982. 
'Ali alsa says that sheikh Tapduk Emre composed lisiin-ı Türki'de endlessly 
numerous beautiful poems, though there is no sart of concrete evidence for this. 
In fact I have doubts regarding the physical existence of such a person. 
Nr. 20 a4, to be added to the UW. 
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exception of M III 42,2, where a single instance is spelled as 'MR 'K (with 

front unvoiced K and single onset alif). The word was borrowed into 

Mongolic, aIready into the Secret History; it is spelled as amaray in the 

classical texts, but the voice opposition is neutralised there at the end of 

the word; amarak 'ami, aime, cheri' in Ordos19 shows that the pronun
ciation was voiceless. 

There seems to be a single exception, the noun spelled as zmrag and 
translated as "mat/ub wa-margub wa-mal:ıbub" in the 15th century 

Sanglax dictionary (114v27 as quoted in elauson 1972: 163a). While this 

is not really sufficient proof for the existence of an -(X}g derivate from 

amra- beside an -(U)k derivate from it in Eastem Turkic, the existence of 
such a derivate cannot be excluded for other dialects.2o What is even 

more interesting is the onset vowel of this instance, as it connects 

phonetically with Oguz evidence: Ottoman / Turkish imrenmek is 'to long 

for, to feel an appetite for, to desire, to covet, to envy'. As early examples 

for the Anatolian area one can mention the Kitftb-ı Ounya, which was 

written in the second half of the 14th century, and the Kitab-ı Dedem 
Qorqut. The former has four instances of imranüp all referring to sexual 

coveting/1 the latter has the form imrendügüm (Dresden ms. 141 v13), 

whose velar shows that the verb was in front vowel harmony even at that 

time. Azeri imranmak signifıes 'to desire' and the like, Turkmen 
imrinmek (thus!) 'to love with compassion, to value, to believe in'. In the 

Dede Qorqut epic, two heroes are referred to by the phrase kalın OgUZW} 

imrencesi 'the beloved of the Oghuz masses'. In fact the Derleme 

Sözlüğü mentions (2537a) a word imrek noted in two different places in 

the province of Sivas and one place in the province of Kırşehir; it 

translates it as "seven, düşkün" and gives the example Bu koyun kuzusuna 

imrekmiş: This must be the Oguz counterpart of amrak. 

19 

20 

21 

Mostaert 1941: 19. More documentation on Mongolic can be found in Doerfer' s 
entry (1965: 125, Nr. 554). 
Note e.g. alternations like baca-g / baca-k or sola-g / sola-k referred to in Erdal 
1991: 173-4, or örtü « *ört-üg) 'covering' vs. ört-ük 'covered' in Turkish. 
Quoted according to the edition of Muzaffer Akkuş. His index has a fat/:ı a over 
the onset alif, but the facs. clearly shows that there are kasras in all four instances. 
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Did amra- survıve anywhere? Khakas, Tuvan or Altay amıra- 'to 

calm down' ete. are clearly not survİvors but borrowings from Mongolic 

(Khakas also has amır 'peace'); Altayand Tuvan amıraak / amırak as 

well as Crimean and Taranchi am(z)raq 'peaceful, well-behaved, sensible, 

judicious' (mentioned by Radloff 1893: 650b) must all be re-borrowings 

from that language, to judge by their meaning. Modem Uyghur amraq 

'beloved, dear, fond of, in love with, loving, happy' must, however, be a 

survival, as must a Persian instance of amraqi 'lover' quoted by Doerfer 

1965: 125.22 

Other Turkic survİvors of the verb and its derivates have front 

vowels: Karakalpak emiran- 'to show one's affection, caress', Kazaklı 

emiran- 'to caress tenderly' (amran- İn Radloff 1893: 963a) and Teleut 

emre- "hoşlanmak, sempati duymak" and emrek "yumuşak kalpli, 

şefkatli,,23 are notable because their vowels are intermediate between the 

Old Turkic and the Oghuz verbs: Theyare a two-way mİssİng link, 

making the Old Turkic - Oguz and the emre - imren- connections likely. 

The Teleuts are the only ones to have preserved the origina! simplex.24 i 

don't think there can be any doubt that the Old Turkic, Teleut, Kazakh

Karakalpak and Oghuz verbs have a common origin. 

But what could have caused the fronting (found also in Eastem 

Kıpchak) and the raising (attested first in the Sanglax)? A key hint comes 

from a Pahlavİ (i.e. Westem Middle hanian) Manichaean prayer fragment 

İn Manichaean script, edited by F.W.K. Müller (1904: 75-77). it has two 

line s in red ink containing the three Old Turkic words YMR 'Q körklii 

kü!üg 'beloved, beautiful, famous,.25 We don't know how the first vowel 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Such amraq may have helped in the emergence of the proper name and pen name 
Emrah in the Azerbayjan - East-Anatolia area in the 1 i h_20th centuries. 

From Ryumina-Sırkaşeva and Kuçigaşeva 2000: 36-37. Radloff 1893: 957a 
mentions the Teleut verb as am ira- and translates it as ,to beg sweetly'. 

Rasanen 1969: 43a is, of course, wrong in deriving the Kazakh, Teleut and 

Ottoman verbs from Arabic amr ,command'. 
The Röhrbom 1979 entry for amrak also mentions an instance 'YMR 'Q and 

another Y'MR 'Q in Uyghur script; these Ys are not certain, however, as Yand ' 

can be similar in that writing system (which is not the case in Manichaean script). 
The very common spelling with a single (and not a double) onset alifin Uyghur 
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of ymrak was meant to be read but the onset y, presumably a westem 

feature, probably caused the change. it is then not a coincidence that the 

only Old Turkic instance of amrak is Manichaean: In M III 42,2 
(Manichaean script) we find 'MR 'K spelled with a single onset alif and 
with undotted K (not Q).26 

6. Conclusion 
What can be made of all this? None of the mentioned etymologies can be 

linked to the meaning 'brother', favoured by some of the scholars. The 
Oghuz and their neighbours appear, at some stage, to have passed from 

amra- to emre- (whose first vowel was later raised to Iii) and to have 

changed the -(U)k derivate of this verb from amrak to emrek; this form is 

attested in Teleut to this day, and was - as imrek - in use in Eastem 

Turkey in the 20th century. This form would not, however, have dropped 

its final vowel in Turkish. An -(X)g derivate in the from of *amra-g, 

which could have led to emre in Oghuz, is nowhere attested,27 though its 

existence cannot be ruled out. An etymology based on *amra- would lead 

to the meaning aşık; it does not seem to be weaker than the connection 

with emrah proposed by Tietze, whether emrah is explained as coming 
from Persian 'fellow-traveller' (as suggested by Tietze) or from Arabic 

'most exuIting' as suggested by others. Perhaps whoever created the word 

26 

27 

writing does not indicate the pronunciation ii, as onset a was nonnally spelled in 
this way when it was followed by more than one consonant (e.g. in arslan) 

Another dialect feature of this ms. (as some others) from mainstream Uyghm is 
the +dAn ablative. Front K cannot be read as 19i in Manichaean writing, which 
would be the case in Uyghm or Arabic scripts. 
The name of Begil oğlı Amran, the hero of the 9th story in the Dede Qorqut text, 
may have come from the imperative amran-; imperative names are common in the 
Tmkic world. All three instances (235v4, 241 v4 and 253v6 of the Dresden ms.) 
spell it as 'MR 'N with two alifs; this speaks against "Emren JJ (the fonn given 
exclusively by Muharrem Ergin and partly by Tezcan & Boeschoten 2001). In 
235v4 and 253v6 the fonn is the genitive 'MR 'NK to be read as Amranuij; had it 
not been for the nominative in 241 v4, one could have divided this as Amra+nuij 

and taken it to be the original fonn of emre. A single (clearly visible) nun between 
us and a solution to the problem raised by this paper! 
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had all of these ideas in his mind. There are many mysteries around Yu

nus, and this remains one of them. 
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